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Introduction 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
In a library in Montreal I search the shelves for 
words to bring the bodies dancing down. I 
cannot dance myself; I have learnt in this city 
that it is not the body that makes the dance it is 
the space. And I am altogether too nomadic in 
this city so far to have a space to make myself. 
These rooms aren’t my own and it takes time to 
make privacy of a place. Not here, not yet. And 
I don’t want to watch other bodies because 
frustration sets into my still limbs and leaves me 
only symptom-ed and strange, sitting at a desk 
looking body-blind at dance diluted on a screen. 
That makes a marionette of me but the strings 
tangled and knotted and so I only twitch and 
thrum.  
 
So it happens that I first learn the early gestures 
of Trio A through language. Among Trisha 
Brown Accumulations, Water Motor, 



transcriptions of Meredith Monk, scores of inner 
voices, I move through those decades and 
stumble upon Yvonne Rainer. A milestone, a 
turning point, a signal. So many words of 
movement and momentum and weight. The 
heaviness of significance. – the stopping and 
then the spurring, the turning, the hold and 
swing/thrust/launch of pivots. I learn first 
through other people’s words as they try to 
catch and echo movement already lost. I learn 
to read these readings too. 
 
And so it happened that I read the dance before 
I ever saw it.  
 
Coincidence leads me to an empty pool in this 
city only months before I arrived in the snow – a 
performance of Trio A, but by another body.  
 
I shadow her.  
 
It is through this other body that I come to learn 
about Transmission. Trio A has a history of 
teaching, of being taught. A pedagogy there 
and I am drawn again to all these notions of 
what knowledge can be held inside a body – 
and how this can be spoken of. There are five 
‘Transmitters’ – taught by Rainer herself and 
equipped with all the tools to carry on the 
teaching. I recognise transmission, it resonates. 
So I resolve on Trio A as an exercise in mimicry 
– a way into/back to the dancer in me. By 
copying movements so bedded in context and 



learning to move myself inside them I thought I 
would maybe also learn something of what it 
means to speak the body. I take the surrogate 
I’m closest to – the one whose shadow memory 
still lingers on the pool floor in Montreal. I locate 
myself and the locus of my learning and reach 
out timid fingers to communicate with her my 
desire to learn to dance the dance.  
 
At first she wants to talk. She opens up a small 
mouth for dialogue, which my enthusiasm fills 
entirely immediately and I make suggestions 
perhaps too hurriedly but no matter because I 
have misunderstood and nothing can bridge the 
cavern opened up by my ravenous 
incomprehension. Communication ceases when 
this transmitter learns of my fumbled learning.  
 
She says I must either make myself a mirror to 
her (although she is on another continent and 
her studio has a toll at the door I cannot pay), or 
learn from the score. Learning is by Laban or by 
certified transmission only. The score, the 
score, I search. But even in archive, pages 
between my fingers, I could not translate those 
symbols into steps. Deaf, dumb, blind I would 
function only as a paperweight to stop the 
pages blowing away. An ignorance inescapable 
and I remain a foreign body. She says Not to 
Discourage You and I circle certain words and 
am wholly discouraged and furied. 
 
I am beside myself. I am primarily falling...  



 
My rage body starts to spit and fling and I am 
on the outside again. So many things to be on 
the outside of. I begin to understand the 
transmission towards me as hapless, helpless, 
violent, a kind of virus and my volition only not 
to quarantine myself and make myself immune. 
Other bodies I know. Limbs I have learnt, 
bodies that have taught themselves over my 
skin a surface and made me this site of 
contagion. I hollow out each cavity, each hole of 
me a wet mouth, a wound empathetic to every 
infection.  
 
The body does not re-member Trio A – rather 
the dancer becomes Trio A. Is this an 
imposition of Rainer’s reality? Endurance of 
another body. But this body in the present is 
uncomplicated by other times and tempos that 
would make themselves loud in the body of the 
other. Perhaps it is with this other body that I 
now start blurting my protest to this vivid 
present imposition – impossible – over me. And 
I cannot read and I do not know that alphabet 
nor can I decipher the symbols; my own 
punctuation unfettered but lacking, always this 
lacking. Relentless present/presence but I am 
always on the verge of absence.  
 
Rainer had history behind her to make the gaps 
sing for her, harmonious with intention and 
ringing clarity. Behind her: the classics of 
choreography, those frameworks to be broken 



but which also provided the structure for their 
own disruption. One must have a trend to buck, 
or else the body bucks but nothing stirs, nothing 
is disordered, dismembered. Interruption insists 
first on an interior. Rainer’s context is not my 
own but history still is at my back. I am hunted 
by my ballerina past, a strange satin haunting 
but other bodies chase me too. The plural 
bodies-historic behind me also dance, and 
shriek and limp and utter. It is the body-hysteric 
that masses on me as ‘I’ come to Trio A. The 
patient body. The symptom-body. The raging 
quiet of another language. Hystoric/Histeric. 
Dora my doorway, and Anna left her foot 
somewhere at the end of my leg. I am moved 
by other bodies. The bodies of the other. 
 
I also speak with other mouths sometimes, or 
find another’s words speaking me. This is my 
trio, a mucous muse makes a strange text 
between the speaking, seeking body and the 
living, breathing mute.  A mucous map. 
Symbols and stutters.  
 
I have not yet begun... 
 
 
 
 





a threshold 
learning 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 





 

 

Hold your tongue. 
 
 
Lacking. She is often spoken of as being – without. Exterior and 
unpossessive. A being outside and a not-having being. Definitive 
deficiencies. The lack delimits her. Always already without. She has no 
face no voice no sound no will. No language.  
 
The list begins to sound like Rainer’s manifesto; Trio A a woman’s 
dance, perhaps, figured by what it is not.  
 
She is drawn up and drawn out in the negative. She practices 
disintegration.   
 
Coming to this illicit (in)activity she finds herself at odds and often 
inattentive. Otherwise. Distractions line up, rowdy. One appealing 
diversion follows another in their unruliness. Inaction inevitable, a 
study disturbed.  
 
She looks for rigour and starts with her tongue. The sounds her 
language makes coming out of her face. The mouth a mediator, and 
this the muscle housed there. Thick, fibrous, licking liminal. The lipped 
lines crossing the gristled bridge. Probing for articulation –  
 

HOLD YOUR TONGUE. 
 

She begins to hush things – filter them. Out of the quiet other noises 
start to sound. Spit. Stutter. Sing. Raucous and urgent, emergent 
voices – other caws and calls assigned      to silence.  
 
She circumvents the infinitive – too grand and vague and indirect for 
this ascetical text. She lights instead on the imperative.  

 
OBEY ADHERE CONTROL COMMAND COMMIT 

 
 

 
                                  she gets a little bigger and opens up 

 

disrupt disturb shake bend shuck bound loose 
 

a space 





She makes with muscles other than her tongue. Her body an ‘o’ or an 
“oh!” or – or – or... 

 
her body articulates something other than the academic in the pause, 
the gap(e) of 

 
– 

 
 
 

 or in the riddled, radical blankness of 
 
 
 
 
 
 

[indents]  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

[margins] 
 
 
 

 
       [breath] 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

[               ] 

[margins
] 



 

 



 

 

EXERCISES IN ASCESIS 
 

IN NO PARTICULAR ORDER 
 

 
 

• SIT IN A DARK ROOM, AS STILL AS CAN BE 
EXPECTED, WITH EYES AND EARS COVERED. KEEP 
LIMBS TUCKED WELL INTO THE BODY SO THAT 
SURFACE SENSATION OF THE SKIN IS MINIMAL. 
EMERGE AND BEGIN READING.  
 
 

• CHOREOGRAPH A DANCE THROUGH OVER-
EXPOSURE TO: SOUND/LIGHT/SENSATION. 
 
 

• ARTICULATE AN EMOTION USING THE WEIGHT OF 
THE BODY. 
 
 

• WATCH A DANCE WHILST PHYSICALLY RESTRICTED. 
READ THE SAME DANCE BLIND.  
 
 

• READ A TEXT WHILST MOVING. READ WHILST 
WALKING/FALLING/TURNING. 
 
 

• SIT BESIDE YOURSELF.  
 
 

• DE-CONTEXTUALISE AN ACTION: REPEAT 
PEDESTRIAN MOVEMENT UNTIL IT LOSES ITS 
ASSIGNED MEANING. 
 
 

• LISTEN TO A SET OF INSTRUCTIONS. CARRY 
INSTRUCTIONS TO ANOTHER PLACE. EXECUTE 
INSTRUCTIONS.  

 
 



 

 

 



Pouring. Pawing. Poring. Being     porous 
 
Today, porous. Not retentive. Pores open 
 
seeing hearing reading smelling feeling is easy but  
 
reciting repeating retaining is difficult. Today it is not easy remaining  

          intact.  
 
Tactless, no method just this being in a perfect state of  
      
                               nowness 
 
Absorbance suggests taking, holding, having. This is not this.  
 
Being  porous  
                                is being receptive 
 
but without a receptacle. Nothing to hold it in/keep it in. It all pores out 
and is replaced constantly with newness.  
 
Nowness unendingly replacing itself with  
                                         another present tense.  
 
Being  porous  

 
        is being transient. 

  
This fluxing is fickle, leaves you most days empty. Leaves you a 
mediator, but undefined and uncontained. The holes of the body – your 
body – always open, the spaces, the gaps, the orifices open always. 
Uncensored, over-stimulated, the body unsaturated. The body remains       
penetrable. Whatever comes can go. 
 
Today she is      porous. Whilst watching, she is living dancing moving 
breathing mirroring. An open-ended bracket... an endless ellipsis...  
 
Movements are mutable though her, making moments over her. She is 
sinuous, temporary – a mediator. This porousness, a measure of 
emptiness. She is a surface of spaces, holes, wells, gaps, gapes, 
apertures, openings, breaks, fissures. She is a fluid body of fractures.  

    A passageway, perpetual.  
 
Being  permeable. The incessant flow unremitting the ceaseless 
entering and leaving of a body of bones, a structure, a scaffold, a 
vessel.  Being      dwelt in 
 
inhabited by     momentary hauntings          transitory            breathless 
 

 





Map-making or / Other ways in 
 
 
She has to chop up the dance. Chapter it. Chart it. Map it, make it 
manageable. She can’t grasp it in its wholeness. Such a seemingly 
endless flow of movements, the phraselessness over-faces her and for 
days on end she is floundering. Rainer’s resistance to drama, the 
pursuit of fluidity, the blunting of climax, all leave her swamped in 
ceaseless moments. There are no pauses to take a breath inside, no 
cracks, no gasps. No way in. The dance has a slippery surface, it 
seems impenetrable. She tends to just tumble over and over it again 
and again.  
 
For a moment she allows herself access to her own body. The fall is 
the moment she returns to (i can’t get up, i won’t get up) and so she 
resolves to splinter the series of steps by attending to weight.  
 
She watches the dance over and over. Hours go by repeating 
themselves in the small minutes that seem massive, the play-out of the 
body she must learn. She seeks out the moments of momentum, and 
breaks up the blur of Trio A into a series of fallings.  
 
(maybe this way she will learn how to catch weight  
 
maybe this way she will learn how to recover)  
 
She makes a map according to weight, measures the dip and drop of 
her stolen teacher, forms illegitimate phrases from the bow and bend, 
the instants when the body is honed on the ground. And so come a 
series of odd, disjointed, sometimes clumsy clumps of movement. 
Cloisters of steps and leaps and stoops. She tries to describe each 
fall, translate each heavy moment into another language, into words, 
into directions. As she grasps for an adequate vocabulary, her 
ballerina past sometimes recalls itself and offers up names for 
gestures it seems neither her body nor her brain have forgotten.  
 
A nostalgia disconcerts her. 
 
She is sure this method would be repugnant to the teachers. She 
supposes she has butchered the score. But other ways are all she 
knows.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
Only the first half adheres. But it’s a start. 
 

 





7 moments of falling 
 in some kind of order 

 
 
 
“the whole configuration just drops to the floor” – Rainer’s words, not 
hers. The left leg is held in a kind of arabesque, weight centered on the 
right leg, body titled forward, eyes to the floor and the back of the right 
hand touches the forehead, elbow down. the right hand begins the 
drop, showing the way to the floor. the body follows.   
 
a toppling down from tiptoes. this weight comes from a moment of 
stillness, teetering on demi-point, a pose held in height, body rigid, 
arms electric held up as if accused. the left leg steps lunges falls, the 
torso collapses, head bows, eyes to the floor (sometimes hers close 
when she apes this)  
 
a slow move towards the ground. the legs bend in conversation with 
one another at the knees. toes rise to accommodate the sinking. the 
body slumps to the right at the bottom, and lies down, a curl untangled 
slightly.  
 
arms akimbo, wind-milling round, glance askance looks left then right, 
legs round in their sockets. until the right goes too high and bends, the 
body sways and stoops as the right leg slides behind (uncomfortably) 
and the torso, twisting (unbalanced), lowers. the body errs towards the 
horizontal and reaches to the floor.  
 
a drop, weight intervenes at the peak of a jump – a series of sautés. 
momentum has been building balletically, eyes on the ceiling, jetées 
asserting themselves despite themselves. and then this sudden 
capping, a crouch.  
 
a slow going-down. arms drop with the body down onto one knee. 
hands touch the ground as the right leg sweeps back, straightening. 
the body is planed, half-planked, half kneeling. then another bow and 
the body lies on its side, one leg straight the other bent. another 
unresolved curl. this is the third time the body finds itself a little like 
this.  
 
a crumpling. the left leg steps and the same arm follows forwards. the 
right foot joins in parallel and the body folds at the waist. head and 
shoulders dip towards the floor, both arms collapse their poise.  
 
 

 



 



You can see her sometimes, reading or dancing indeterminately. 
There is no smallness to the process of reading and she doesn’t sit 
still. There is a study to each movement. Eating, balking at the words 
on the page, gagging, spitting sometimes. She reels as she reads and 
coughs sometimes to break the quietness expected of her.  
 

text/grammar/signs   steps/gesture/mimes 
 

all require translation interpretation embodiment. 
 

a giving breath and body to what is otherwise caught in unmediated,      
the purgatory of  

an unread text 
 

a bodiless dance 
 

Indistinguishable. Hers a temporary surrogacy, a kind of cage body, 
waiting, necessarily empty. She assumes a position as reader – 
inhabits anticipation to swallow things there. She is Barthes’ inscriptive 
surface, the onto which of articulations. The blank wall behind the 
projected image. The aerial. These readings are mournings – enactive. 
Stricken, aggressive. But she is also ... incongruous.  What is lost 
makes itself a phantom and recurs. Spaces breed. Often, while 
grieving, she forgets herself as surrogate and the room the wall stands 
in remembers itself.  
 
 
 
She is interrupted periodically by  

 
a door ajar 

 
thirst 

 
spurious punctuation 

 
 

She is also distracted sometimes by 
     
laughing 
     
aching knees or elbows 
     
music from another room 
 
a kind of textual nostalgia or 
 

the call of other voices 

 
 





| t
he

 d
es

k 
 

the  wardrobe  |   

To get up – getting up – she was getting up when 
 
maybe she falls down again or sits suddenly and heavily back in the 
chair, which is much bigger than she is but does not take up so much 
space in the room. She learns the room as she learns the dance. She 
moves the furniture daily; this is the first ritual, the ready-making.The 
carpet is stained under the rug but she’s tripped on it before and 
doesn’t need another reason to  
 
  stop / bite / smoke another cigarette 

 
The room is too small for most of what goes on there. And so ensues a 
course of corrections. A repetitive revising of the room each time as 
inevitably the same steps take her up to the same edges. Re- and re- 
and readjustment breaks the flow that never really started but she 
keeps trying for continuity, or at least commitment from her fickle form. 
There is a staple in the floorboards by the radiator, and she often finds 
herself there  

snagged at the rim of the room and has to 
move back. 

  
There is never enough room for her left leg as it swings round early on, 
always scuffing with her toes the corner of the wardrobe. Over-
compensating by bending her big leg and creasing. The dance 
becomes skeletal in the room-too-small, and smaller still in her body-
too-big. Each movement is reduced to its essence. Not dancing but 
marking. Marking an already minimalised movement. She reads the 
bigness of Trio A and tries to render it readable in the room-too-small. 
After the second stoop – the left leg lunging and then the stepping 
swivelling righting herself with the right and stepping across her body 
with the left again – after this she runs each time aground. And no 
small correction will do. She has to entirely re-orient herself. This room 
without bearings. Only a frame. A shuffle backwards here and there, a 
slight turning of the body away from 
 
 

the wall | 
   

 
 

 
 
 

the bed |                                         
            | the alcove | 

 
Although she keeps trying to use                    it’s a cul-de-sac                  

                                                                                        she can’t get out of. 
  

 





Things begin to matter.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

she finds herself holed up. every inch of floor not 
 enough to contain this brutal choreography  

so loud and live in her. she is cornered, 
funnelled. practice is ambushed by 

the suddenness of her body 
 too big.her bigness.  

her body.  
ensnared in the  

 alcove things begin  
to matter. chased in there  

by space inappropriate.the room is  
too small. the alcove a trap. it begins  

to matter. her elbows matter her muscles  
matter her unbearably eloquent thighs – matter 

 



 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

She knows it is 
medusa, roach-
bodied, across the 
wall just above the 
radiator. Many things 
have gone unnoticed 
in the days before, 
days of marking, 
disembodied, of sitting 
disembowelled at the 
desk and swallowing 
sentence after 
sentence. The roach 
makes them known 
through a steady 
pilgrimage across the 
white of the wall. It 
leaves a trail. The 
residue demands 
another kind of 
reading, and this 
guttural graphing first 
of all desires a being-
inside the body-too-
big,   walled up there, 
in                    
The roach also leaves 
in its wake another 
time. An endless time, 
enduring. A material 
time. The foreign 
body’s beat begins to 
pulse in the roach’s 
meticulous slowness 
across the pale damn 
of the wall. A swarm 
starts up. The roach a 
body of layers, a 
sediment body. A 
fossil form the size of 
a thumbnail. [She] 
remembers her 
cuticles in the dull 
gleam across the 
shell, the broad flat 
body encased, 
encrusted. The shell 
of a membranous 
body. This roach 
rinded, husked. The 
brittle back, an 
armour. The 
mouthparts – hidden; 
the mandibles are 
there somewhere, 
unseen. The dark 
head is a nub, 
dwarfed by the body. 
In this smallness the 
roach’s two eyes are 
bedded and seem 
blind, only pits of 
pigment, as the 
denseness moves 
across the wall, 
abdomen seething 
with other senses.    

 

Her teeth are cold in her 
wet mouth. Her eyes are 

dim. She hears a hissing, 
a roach-rumble, chirrup 

vibrating and realises it is 
coming from her owned 

body, her my body. Hairs 
rise imperceptibly over 
me, small happenings 

across a sensory surface, 
a whetted skin. I am a 

full body, brimming up 
to the ballast of my 

skin. This shell of my 
membranous body, 

which cannot be 
alphabetised, cannot be 

coded. Blood beats 
through me. Temples, 

throat, where I am 
tightest. Chest heave 

accommodates an 
inundation. The swell 
fists into my rib cage. 

I don’t spit but gulp. 
Into me and into me, 
there is an inside to 
me. Swallow, soft 

tissue, the grope of 
 mucous. Massive. 

Blooming, 
bilious,blooded, 

becoming.  
 I am bursting and 
I am bulging, vast 

and boned, 
gutted, breasted, 

bellied. Riddled, a 
body of so many 
organs. My skin 

raucous. The 
holes of me, 

hidden mouths 
but I can feel 
them gaping. 

Wider, wilder, 
this room 

cannot house 
me in my 

hugeness.  
I finger the 

threshold and   
 

the alcove 



 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

fall.  



 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

        the stuttering toe taps     the head rolls back, laughing  
 
a body moves    outside  recalling the inside  but ousted, outed       untied.  
 
the body is t/here, sited      the body begins  
                     
                                                                      s  low  ly 
 
bending knees, turning head, swinging arms   the present tense unfolding   
the outside housing time continuous    it is morning, but still dark   it is this 
Wednesday, in November      the November Wednesday body brought  
out   here        through all the days before, beginning to move,     moving 
now     through each moment  
 
stirring    stepping feet      one, two left, right with time      in tandem 
circling         stopping is momentary, like the stillness at the top or bottom 
of a breath or like a comma,   these moments only axes   axe or axis, 
plural   not to chop up time but a pivot    plural   not plural but linear this 
November morning   still dark, but lightening now      now    one thing 
follows another    directly    weight’s first heave   dropping, dipping   the 
body sags for a second then recovers itself    this momentary forgetting is 
immediately forgotten     balance rejoins the conversation, legs move to 
echo one another and catch the weight between them    belly-borne and 
cradled    the abdomen absorbs the heave    the mediating sites of a body 
dancing  
 
turning   teetering   snagging 

 
STOP.  

 
  Another Tense Invades. 
 
  perhaps it was                 the skin of the heel on the concrete /  

 
 a fraction lapse in concentration / 

 
 weight unmediated / 

 
 a Proper Name/ 

 
 
the interruption jarred the first seemingly seamless stream of time and 
movement. the body balked. the body stutters in time, out of kilter. the 
morning goes on in its smallness, lightening by increments, inevitably. the 
lagging body sites itself exterior, resumes, re-assumes the first position. 
the lag forgets itself in the rhythm found in returning   the body makes up 
time and synchs itself     the body is again  the room is too small for 
what happens there most days      the body begins again … 



 

 



She flees back  
             inside. 
 
Shedding weight, she muscles through the emptiness of the room-too-
small, the unmoving space, the stillness crouched there. This no-place 
space, removed, isolated from the thrum and flurry. Everything 
expected, randomness redundant 
 

the external always filtered | through screens | through surrogates. 
 

She returns to absorption, to marking and reading and making things 
small enough. She returns to restrictions. For a while she is placated 
here, inside, anaesthetised and ethereal again.  
 
Getting up she notices she is rusty from the day before, from her 
excursion into exile. The outside is thick in her limbs still. Another 
knowing stiff in her, another day’s remembrances fisted at her knees, 
her elbows, her jaw, the mo(u)rning sites of her.  
 
She stagnates herself. Practices porousness again and empties out 
onto the carpet still stained under the rug. She draws up diluted bodies 
on the screen and returns to reference.  
 
Noiseless, she moves. The room crowds in on her, the furniture 
stubborn and always this being-directionless. A sliver, a phantom, she 
is riddled with inconsistencies, inconstancy. She is more a Fun House 
Mirror. A warping, disoriented fool.  
 
She never knows which way she should be facing. She can’t seem to 
assign directions to the walls. There is no correspondence between 
the practice room she limps around and the clean floor of the stage 
she watches, wide-eyed, crouching, amorphous. Discrepancies define 
her learning, dictate her across the carpet. She distorts herself and 
rights herself again, again. But each time there is another thwart, 
another impediment –  
 
the  
mulish wardrobe 
obstinate domesticities that reveal her to be an amateur. 
  

(damage is dust remembered on moth wings) 
 
She goes back and back, getting lost after the second or third or 
seventh fall. a cramping is the only talisman of her physicality, the only 
remnant. A dryness in the air, shallow breathing so as not disturb this 
delicate mimicry. The room-too-small a catacomb. Inside, it is stifling. 
Her body is not her own, but a surrogate. How to make herself small 
enough to make each movement a perfect ricochet ...  

She fixates on the toes that scuff the corner. 



 



“Either the toe is pointed or it isn’t...  
no amount of dreaming is going to point it for you.”  
 
 
 
She gets 
        cramp 
        when she points her toes now.  
 
 
But she notices there are few   and   far    between    moments when 
she points her toes in Trio A.  
 
She is grateful for the smallness of the room, for the marking it makes 
necessary. Husking helps her  
 
                                               straighten her arms / flatten her feet.  
 
A making-minimal, to keep her obedient. Rainer broke with traditions 
that were also, once, her own. 
 
She trashes her training.   
 
She learns the opposition to the apposite. She understands the terms 
of the dance’s disturbance. The supposed sacrilege.  
 
Some movements are supposed to seem ugly to her. Satin shoes 
eschewed. The poise perturbed. Turned out legs turn on themselves. 
 
She recalls  

First and second and third and fourth and fifth position 
– the heels and the hands – 
the way she must stand. 
The correctness of a knee. 
A Proper Posture. Alignment. Stacking of the spine. 

 
In ballet class she learnt the names of the muscles and the way they 
gripe. She would practice unwinding the knots in her wrists, at her 
elbows, practice perfect curves.  
 
She learnt grace.  
 
Then she tried to forget it, forsake it, and stumbled  
 
nameless 
 
 
graceless.  

 



 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(she moves away from reference and into memory 
 



 



‘Otherwise you are just in a room on your own,  
looking at your navel.’ 
 
 
 
Orchestrating formlessness across the carpet. Deftly she begins to 
copy       blind,    making movements   in pilgrimage    despite the 
room-too-small. Her body   takes Hold.  
 
Knowing limbs, muscle memory.  
 
Her skin is a seal and moving stays with her.  
 
 
                                          She is assembling and dismantling [herself]. 
 
  
Mapping her body, choreographically   naming muscles in contortions, 
the shapes her body sounds, as-sign-ed through tug and flinch, stretch 
and pull, twist, lean     tracing small occurrences over her skin 
 sweat beaded makes trajectories  histories marked in bruises, in 
aches, in strain.     She collects remembrances   in index begins to 
know herself     name herself                        sequentially 
   
the play of patterns over her trace her body’s slow progress through 
the dull days   the haze on her  and she pale as a thumb 
underneath.   
 
there is a momentum to memory as this learning this     stealing  
settles in her. she becomes the dancer      the site      the only place 
the dance can be  found.  
 
 
 
here the thievery begins. 
 
 
 
the dance dis-eased in her.  

 
 



 



At the fifth fall she can’t get up. 
 
A pattern emerges and she finds herself enmeshed in repetition. She 
goes back obediently, resolutely, to the last time she stands up, but an 
uncanny condition accosts her. The trouble starts a few steps earlier. 
A heel-toe tap. Something she learnt a long time ago in dance halls 
rent with the off-white smell of sweat. Her heel-toe throws back an 
echo clack of tap shoes. She recalls the metal toeing and heeling, 
clatter of hooves. Child limbs recall the jaunt of the piano. Thrown light 
on a pale wall. 
 
A nostalgia disconcerts her.  
 
She looks to the ceiling, loyal mimic, averts her gaze. Beneath her, 
maybe, memory makes a manikin of her forgetful body grown.  
 
Then come the steps, with pointed toes and turned-out legs,  
 
springing   leaping    she knows the name of this vigour in another 
language and can’t help but translate these air-borne snatches into                       
jetées                                          sautés       
 
too big, too quick 
 
suddenly altogether too much like dancing  
                                                                           

leading her 
    
chasing her into  

 
   The alcove. 
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From here, the room seems to be falling apart.  
 
 

The carpet quivers and doesn’t quite muffle the creak of the floorboards  
under her. There are other silences. The   

walls tremble and the ceiling sags. Dust collects in corners  
 

Witlessly she has brought time’s beggars,             memories  
across the threshold and a past tense begins to make  itself 

known like fallen snow.  
 

The electric light,  the curtains, can’t keep the days or the dark 
out much longer. Time spends and spools itself.  

 
The room seems 
utterly  
inadequate. Its timelessness impotent. Invaded. 

 
It cannot house her,  

cramped and stir-crazy  
as momentum gains on her. Noises clatter  

through the quiet wedded to the 
walls.  

 
The bumping of her body.  

 
Frustration escapes her mouth       reminding her of  

 
this  

hole in her face  
 
that remains so SHUT UP most days of practice.  
She finds herself  

uttering and st-t-t- 
uttering,  
 

ignoring the usual obstacles,  
ramming into the bed posts, grazing her 
knuckles on the  

skirting board. She kicks the wardrobe these days as these 
days begin to number themselves.          Accumulation.  

 
 

No longer a gathering of random excerpts  
but a becoming-narrative  – a dance! and  

the plot thickens, moves on, marches 
forwards.  It is January  
 

now and no escaping it. 



 
 



falling –  

She growls and   [               ]^ 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
^ In the fall she finds another body. A body brought forward, her body 
wrought backwards. Curled in the crouch – Medusa comes again. But 
there is no foreign body making trespass on the wall. The foreignness 
is hers. Lost gigues hum over her. Images return, a crowd of small 
hands grasping. Recollection bleeds into embodiment ...  
 
my mother’s body graces me, my body born, body grown, child 
limb and lock of hair. my body, blown paper my body as it 
could have been, unwitting, unknowing, my body chaste 
and safe and sacred. rupture rip. remembrance is 
cavernous and i am not a child but grown huge, grown 
heavy and i am not a dancer but i have this body 
but i have this body dancing daring     



 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
this 

weight 
too 

much 
to 

bear 



 

 



 
outside  she is  abandoned 
 
movements unbinded from the smallness she fabricated the smallness 

 unfitting 
 
out here, unfettered     outside she is undone   unmade 
 
 
 

[she tries to assemble the inside outside. chalks out dimensions akin to the 
room-too-small where she has been safe, flood-gated against each bodily 
threat she poses to herself. she marks and records, tries to make a map of 
the stretch of ground so unforgiving under her] 
 
 

 
so blasted   so open       so unrelenting in its                un-confinement.  
 
there are no boundaries no walls no wardrobe to contain her maintain her 
render her mute and spectral       outside she is brutal a full body of bones  
 
she is prey to a malignant forgetting    unruly limbs misremember, mis-
member the dance and it becomes a shunt of stones across the concrete  
 
suddenness has a place outside     happenings,    time’s utterances 
unravel her            she is         suddenly  
            
                                                                frightened by a bird call 
 
noises seethe unaccounted for  
 
she relinquishes control over her surroundings 

 
a passer-by alarms her  

 
exposes her  

 
she feels the flayed nature of her skin, her bones abrupt and unsightly, 
caught in the act of                   (of what? 
 

an sensation described by a shape perturbs her, 
  

dis-places her or  
 

places her exactly 
 

in the throes of her living breathing being-embodied 



 
 



 

 



 

 

 


